Assessment of errors in intensity measurements of pulse echo ultrasound using miniature hydrophones.
Total transmitted power and intensity distributions from diagnostic ultrasound systems have been measured with a radiation force balance and with a miniature hydrophone and instrumentation available in many medical centers. In assessing the accuracy of absolute intensity and power determinations from measurements of acoustic pressure with a hydrophone, ultrasonic power was computed from hydrophone measurements. This power value was compared with the power determined by a radiation force technique. On five pulse echo ultrasound systems, the ratio of the power measured with a radiation force balance to the power determined with the hydrophone varied from 0.25 to 5.5. These differences are attributed mainly to the known large variations in hydrophone response as a function of frequency, and possible time, since several other possible sources of error were evaluated and estimated to have a reasonably small net effect of 25%. The errors evaluated were those dealing primarily with measurement procedures.